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Background: Previous studies show that incremental delays in door-to-balloon time (D2BT) negatively impact clinical outcomes, including in-
hospital and long-term mortality rates in patients presenting with ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). Recent studies evaluated 
predictors of delay in D2BT, highlighting system-related issues and patient demographics. There are limited data on non-system reasons for delay in 
D2BT.
Methods/Results: We analyzed non-system reasons for delay in D2BT among 61,422 STEMI patients who presented to hospitals with primary 
PCI capabilities and underwent primary PCI within 24 hours of symptom onset in the CathPCI registry from January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2010. 
14.7% of patients (n=9,020) had delayed D2BT for non-system reasons. Patients with non-system delays were more likely to be older, female, and 
African American. The in-hospital mortality for patients treated without delay was 2.5% vs. 17.4% for those with delay. Specific non-system reasons 
for delay included delays in providing consent (4.3%, n=390), difficult vascular access (8.0%, n=723), difficulty crossing lesion (19.3%, n=1,742), 
and cardiac arrest/intubation (37.2%, n=3,359). The remainder of delays was unclassified. Patients with delays due to cardiac arrest/intubation 
had the highest in-hospital mortality (29.5%) despite the shortest delay in D2BT (93 min), whereas patients with delays in providing consent had 
a relatively lower in-hospital mortality rate (7.7%) despite the longest delay in D2BT (119 min). Mortality for delays due to difficult vascular access 
or difficulty crossing a lesion was also higher (7.9% and 5.3%, respectively) compared to non-delayed patients (p<0.0001). After adjustment for 
baseline characteristics, in-hospital mortality remained higher for patients with non-system delays (OR 3.4, cardiac arrest/intubation; OR 1.7, all 
other non-system delays; p<0.001).
Conclusion: Non-system reasons for delay in D2BT in STEMI patients presenting for primary PCI have a significant negative impact on in-hospital 
mortality. These results identify a high-risk subgroup that warrants meticulous pre- and post-procedural scrutiny and medical management.
